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Case Study 152

Customer:
  Molson Coors Brewers

Industry:
  Food & Drink

Product:
  Beers

MOLSON COORS BREWERS

The Customer

Molson Coors are the World’s �fth largest brewer 
and the UK’s second largest brewer producing 
£2.9bn of famous brands as Carling, Cobra, 
Grolsch, Miller Lite and Worthington at three 
sites employing a total of 2,300 sta�.

Molson Coors were dissatis�ed with their 
incumbent Facilities Management provider and 
wanted to investigate alternative providers but 
had only a short time period in which to do it.

How JRP Solutions helped Molson Coors

JRP Solutions were engaged and immediately applied the RIGHTsourcing tools and processes 
carrying out a Facilities Management Market Assessment that identi�ed and evaluated 
prospective FM partners that would best meet Molson Coors business needs.

JRP Solutions simultaneously developed a tender for a performance based contract with an 
output speci�cation for which suitable prospective FM partners were invited to bid in a closed 
bid process.  

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) were devised, agreed and outlined as were key requirements 
for practical KPIs (using a risk/reward approach) and an incentivised continuous improvement 
mechanism;  these and other terms were incorporated into a Heads of Terms Agreement.  This 
went a long way to ensuring like for like comparison between the tendering organisations.

Received bids were subsequently evaluated and ranked according to how closely they met 
the needs of the business.

The successful bid was from an in-house team so the previously outsourced  Facilities 
Management was e�ectively ‘in-sourced’.

Customer Bene�ts

•      10% reduction in costs
•       Continuous Improvement
•       Better strategic fit

"We are very grateful to JRP for the advice and guidance they have given us.  We would not 
have made so much progress without them"  - Martin Parker, Strategic Sourcing Manager, 
Coors Brewery


